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Abstract: We propose a real-time capturing and 3D visualization method
based on integral imaging. We applied real-time conversion algorithm to
conventional integral imaging pickup system. Gap control method with
depth plane adjustment is also applied to improve image quality.
Implemented system provides real-time 3D images with ultra high
definition resolution in 20 frames per second, and the observer can change
depth planes freely. Simulations and experimental results show the validity
of proposed system.
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OCIS codes: (100.6890) Three-dimensional image processing; (110.2990) Image formation
theory.
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1. Introduction
Real-time handling of three-dimensional (3D) information is one of the biggest issues in 3D
display field [1–10]. Beyond two-dimensional (2D) era, 3D technologies substitute 2D
technologies in various fields [11–15]. However, real-time 3D information technology has
been suffering from intensive calculation complexity and the cost of special optical devices
[1, 7–9]. Especially, it is very important to extract 3D information from 3D objects and to
display it in real-time for the 3D broadcasting and 3D interaction technology. This
technology, which can be called real-time capturing and 3D visualization, is composed of
three parts: pickup of actual 3D scene, image processing, and 3D display. Pickup is to extract
3D information from 3D objects and has been studied intensively by computer scientists [16–
18]. On the other hand, 3D display is to visualize 3D information with optical devices and has
been mainly researched by electrical engineers and physicists [11–13]. Image processing is to
manipulate 3D information data obtained at pickup stage for the 3D display specification [19,
20]. There have been several pickup methods and 3D display methods. The calculation
complexity of image processing can be reduced dramatically with the clever consideration of
choosing 3D pickup and 3D display technologies. From that point of view, real-time 3D
visualization is the convergence of two different fields: 3D pickup and 3D display.
The 3D pickup is mainly categorized into two approaches: to get view images from
various viewpoints containing 3D information, or to extract depth information directly. The
former needs multiple cameras [5] or lens array [21, 22] to get directional view images.
Figure 1 shows a diagram of pickup system using a charge coupled device (CCD) and a lens
array. The latter obtains depth information directly with time of flight cameras [16],
structured light [17], or coded aperture [18]. Since all pickup methods provide 3D
information of objects, it is possible to convert 3D information from one shape to another.
However the conversion usually takes time and it is inappropriate for the real-time process
[20, 23, 24].
3D display has various methods to visualize 3D information, but most of them use 2D flat
panel display with optical devices [11–13]. Although holography is a good exception, it needs
complex calculation and bulky setup [11, 13]. Most of 3D display systems use 3D
information of directional view images rather than using depth information directly. Depth
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fused display uses depth information directly, but it has some limitations such as very narrow
viewing angle or limited depth range [25]. Therefore with the consideration of 3D display
methods, the former pickup methods are proper for real-time visualization which provides
different view images using multiple cameras or a camera with lens array.
Pickup
3D object
CCD lens
Lens array

CCD

3D display
Display panel

Image processing

Lens array
3D images

PC
Real-time
conversion

Fig. 1. Diagram of pickup system using a CCD and a lens array.

The multiple camera pickup method provides several perspective views with different
viewing directions. Figure 2(a) shows the scheme of five-camera pickup method. Cameras are
located at camera plane with different viewing directions, but their camera axes converge to a
convergence point as shown in Fig. 2(a). Since this pickup method provides several view
images as many as camera number, it accords well with multi-view display which is shown in
Fig. 2(b) [2, 5]. In Fig. 2(a), five cameras provide five view images. However, liquid crystal
(LC) panel in multi-view display shows only one elemental image as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Therefore image interweaving process should be applied to five view images to generate one
elemental image and this process is usually performed in real-time [5]. However, the multiple
camera pickup method is bulky and needs delicate calibration; otherwise it causes severe
crosstalk [26].
By the way, the lens array pickup method provides a lot of perspective views with same
direction and same viewing angle as shown in Fig. 2(c). Since lens array pickup method
provides a lot of view images as many as small lenses in the lens array, it is natural to pair
this method and integral imaging which is shown in Fig. 2(d) [21]. Integral imaging uses lens
array pickup image as the elemental image directly as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) because
Lippmann first introduced integral imaging in that way in 1908 [27]. With this method, LC
panel in integral imaging process directly uses the image from lens array pickup in real-time,
but this method suffers from pseudoscopic problem [1–3, 6, 8, 9]. Pseudoscopic problem is
the depth reversion problem which exists only in integral imaging, not in multi-view display
[2]. For instance, the observer in Fig. 2(d) feels that the mushroom object is closer than the
hamburger object, even though the hamburger object is closer to the CCD. Several methods
have been proposed to resolve pseudoscopic problem, but they were expensive [1, 9], only for
virtual mode [12], or not proper for real-time process because of calculation complexity [7].
Therefore, although lens array pickup method has various advantages such as it is simple,
uses only one camera, is cheaper than multiple camera pickup method, and is less complex
for calibration, it has the critical weak point, the pseudoscopic problem, to be widely used in
integral imaging with real objects.
Multiple camera pickup method can be applied to real-time 3D visualization with multiview display without pseudoscopic problem [5]. However it is bulky and needs careful
calibration between multiple cameras. Lens array pickup method is simple and free from
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calibration between cameras, but it suffers from pseudoscopic problem. To realize real-time
capturing and 3D visualization using benefits of lens array pickup method and integral
imaging, we focused on this inequality between two pickup methods. Why there is no
pseudoscopic problem in multiple camera pickup method and multi-view display? We
reached to a simple difference that there was not any interweaving process between lens array
pickup method and integral imaging. Therefore, our group recently proposed general
interweaving process between lens array pickup method and integral imaging [2], and this
process is a simple pixel mapping algorithm working in real-time.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of various pickup and 3D display methods: (a) multiple camera pickup
method, (b) multi-view display, (c) lens array pickup method, and (d) integral imaging.

In this paper, we propose a real-time 3D visualization method based on lens array pickup
method and integral imaging with recent conversion algorithm. We presented lens array
pickup system with a high frame rate CCD and a lens array, real-time image processing using
recent conversion algorithm, and integral imaging system with LC display (LCD) and a lens
array. A preliminary feasibility test has been reported by our group recently at a conference
[3]. However, the image quality of experimental results was not enough to show the validity
of proposed system. In this paper, we improve 3D image quality by gap control method with
depth plane adjustment. Based on designed system and calibration method, we apply gap
control method with depth plane adjustment to enhance 3D image quality. This new method
proposes a guideline to select proper parameter of pixel mapping algorithm to enhance 3D
image quality. We also provide pictures and videos to show the validity of proposed system
and improved 3D image quality.
In Section 2, the detailed analysis of conversion algorithm and adjustable depth plane
method is introduced. Image quality improvement by gap control method with depth plane
adjustment is also analyzed. Then system design and implementation are presented in Section
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3. Then, experimental setup and experimental results with images and videos are shown in
Section 4. Finally this paper ends with discussion and conclusion in Section 5.
2. Real-time pixel mapping algorithm without pseudoscopic problem
2.1 Pixel mapping algorithm
As we mentioned above, real-time pixel mapping algorithm is inspired by interweaving
process of multiple camera pickup and multi-view display. In multi-view interweaving
process, all the pixels in multiple CCDs are back propagated to corresponding display pixels
through lenticular lens. Therefore, multi-view display system provides several view images at
specific viewpoints, which are the exact position of pickup CCDs. Real-time pixel mapping
algorithm works with the same principle. First, we set the pickup CCD plane and the display
panel plane, and then the pixels of CCD are back propagated to display panel plane.
In multi-view display, viewing distance is fixed by the distance between pickup CCDs and
convergence plane as shown in Fig. 2(a). However in integral imaging, there is no viewing
distance and each lens in lens array contains light field information with same viewing angle
and same direction. Therefore, the distance between the pickup lens array plane and the
display lens array plane can be adjustable. In fact, the distance can be one of the several
lengths derived by lens pitch and display panel pixel pitch because the viewpoints planes are
repeated by the geometric relation of them.
Observer
k=0

Pickup lens array plane

D1

θ

k=1

D2
k=2

Possible display
lens array plane

3D images

D3

k=3

D4

k=4

Display

Lens array

Fig. 3. Possible display lens array planes in real-time pixel mapping algorithm.

Figure 3 shows several possible display lens array planes in real-time pixel mapping
algorithm. Compared to Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), 3D images in Fig. 3 have correct depth
information. The scheme is more like multi-view display with a lot of pickup cameras which
are in parallel direction as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The distance between pickup lens
array plane and k-th display lens array plane Dk is derived as follows:

pl
kf = knf ,
(1)
pp
where pl is lens pitch, f is focal length of lens, pp is display panel pixel pitch, and n is the
number of pixels in a lens. For each k-value, corresponding display panel pixel and CCD
pixel are changed. The mapping process can be simply derived by ray tracing algorithm, and
the relation matrix is as follows:
Dk =

 i′   1
 ′ 
 j  = 0
 s′   0
  
 t′   0

0 −k 0   i   kn 
  

1 0 −k   j   kn 
+
,
0 −1 0   s   n + 1
  

0 0 −1   t   n + 1

(2)
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where s-th and t-th CCD pixel of i-th and j-th lens of pickup lens array is mapped to the s'-th
and l'-th display panel pixel of i'-th and j'-th lens of display lens array, respectively [2].
Figure 4 shows some examples of pixel mapping algorithm for several k values, where the
color indicates lens number and the number inside color indicates pixel number. Figure 4(a)
shows captured light field of 3D objects, and the corrected elemental image is obtained by
pixel mapping of captured light field. Since the number of pixels behind each lens is identical
for all lenses in lens array, the pixels with same number contain same directional information
of 3D objects [2]. Therefore, although the pixels are shuffled complexly after the real-time
pixel mapping algorithm, the pixel number behind each lens cannot be changed as shown in
Fig. 4. By changing k-value, the relative position between display lens array and 3D objects
can be varied. This algorithm works in real-time regardless of k-value, and the depth of 3D
object can also be easily adjusted from real to virtual images in real-time.
2.2 Image quality improvement by gap control method with depth plane adjustment
Adjusting depth plane not only locates 3D images from real to virtual images but also
improves quality of reconstructed 3D images. In integral imaging using LCD, color
separation problem caused by red/green/blue (RGB) subpixels degrades image quality. Figure
5(a) shows color separation problem in integral imaging caused by RGB subpixels. Among
several methods to improve image degradation problem caused by LCD subpixels [28–30],
the most simple and useful method is gap control method [28]. By locating lens array not at
the focal length from display panel but a little bit closer or further, color separation problem
can be reduced as shown in Fig. 5(b). In this paper, we also apply this method in 3D display
stage by setting gap a little bit larger than the focal length.
However this method causes another image degradation problem. Since the elemental
image is generated as focal mode, which means that the gap is assumed as the exact focal
length, the display lens array should be that much apart from display panel. However strictly
speaking, the gap control method is for the real or virtual mode integral imaging, therefore the
central depth plane is fixed and the depth region is limited around the central depth plane
[31]. Hence, although the theoretical expressible depth range of focal mode integral imaging
is infinite, practically the depth range is limited by quantized subpixel pitch. If the pixel pitch
can be infinitesimal, the color separation problem becomes solved, and the expressible depth
range goes to the infinite.
However this image degradation problem can be reduced by adjusting the relative position
of display lens array and the 3D objects. By locating 3D objects around the central depth
plane, we can fully utilize expressible depth range. For example, although the 3D objects are
quite apart from lens array at pickup stage as shown in Fig. 4(a), the reconstructed 3D images
can be located around lens array at display stage by adapting pixel mapping algorithm as
shown in Fig. 4(d). By using this method, we can also locate 3D images around central depth
plane, and the image degradation problem can be resolved. Figure 5(c) shows an example of
gap control method with depth plane adjustment. This method may not be effective for the 3D
objects with large depth differences. However, this method is valid for most cases whose
scale of objects is similar to the depth differences.
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Fig. 4. Principles of pixel mapping algorithm with various display lens array plane: (a)
captured image with a lens array and a CCD, (b) corrected elemental image obtained by pixel
mapping algorithm with k = 0, (c) with k = 1, and (d) with k = 2.
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Fig. 5. Principles of gap control method with depth plane adjustment method: (a) color
separation problem in integral imaging, (b) gap control method, (c) gap control method with
depth plane adjustment, (d) simulation result of color separation problem (g = f), (e) simulation
result of gap control method (k = 0, g = 1.5f), and (f) simulation result of gap control method
with depth plane adjustment (k = 1, g = 1.5f).

Figures 5(d)-5(f) are simulation results to verify the gap control method with depth
adjustment. For the simulation, we use our own integral imaging simulator based on
MATLAB. This simulator contains the information of subpixel structures of LCD panel to
verify color separation problem of proposed system. Simulation condition is identical to the
implemented system, and the specification is shown in Table 1. We assume that the gap is
about 1.5f (4.85mm) which is one of the reasonable values for the gap control method
because the thickness of lens array is already 1.0f (3.3mm). Therefore the central depth plane
is located at 26.4mm in front of lens array [31], and the 3D images can be located around
central depth plane when k is 1. Note that the implemented situation is quite different from
the diagram shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Without gap control method, color separation problem
which makes 3D images hard to recognize is severe as shown in Fig. 5(d). By applying gap
control method, image quality is clearly improved as shown in Fig. 5(e). However, result
image is still blurred and sliced at borders because of limited depth range of real mode
integral imaging as expected. By applying depth plane adjustment to gap control method,
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image is clearer and not much blurred as shown in Fig. 5(f). Therefore, simulation results
show the validity of proposed gap control method with depth adjustment.
Table 1. Specification of implemented system
Lens pitch

Lens array
(Pickup)

Focal length
Lens pitch

Lens array
(Display)

CCD

CCD lens

1 mm
3.3 mm
1 mm

Focal length

3.3 mm

Pixel pitch

5.5 μm

Resolution

2336 × 1752

Frame rate

32Hz

Focal length

50 mm

Pixel pitch

0.1245mm

Resolution

3840 × 2400

Display panel
Distance between pickup lens array and hamburger

15mm

Distance between pickup lens array and mushroom

30mm

Gap

4.95mm

This gap control method with depth plane adjustment proposes a guideline to select proper
k value. Beyond the real-time issues of pseudoscopic-orthoscopic conversion algorithm, this
algorithm makes it possible that observer can enjoy real-time 3D images without any image
degradation problem caused by gap control method.
3. Real-time capturing and 3D visualization system

Experimental setup of real-time capturing and 3D visualization system is implemented with
lens array pickup system and integral imaging display system. A high frame CCD and a lens
array are used for lens array pickup system, and an LC panel and an identical lens array are
used for integral imaging system. Figure 6 shows our implemented real-time capturing and
3D visualization system. For the real-time capturing and 3D visualization we use high frame
rate CCD from Allied Vision Technology (Prosilica GX2300C) and a latest PC (Intel i7
processor with NVIDIA GTX 470 graphic card), and for the high quality 3D visualization we
use high resolution LCD panel (IBM 22inch 3840 × 2400). Real-time pixel mapping
algorithm is implemented only with openCV programming without any GPU programming.
We use identical 1mm lens array with 3.3mm focal length for pickup and display. Detailed
specification is listed in Table 1.
Since the proposed system is composed of several sensitive optical devices, the calibration
problem is a practical issue for the implementation. At first, pickup lens array should be
calibrated with CCD, and then the start pixel should be found because real-time pixel
mapping algorithm has to receive start pixel as an initial input; otherwise it cannot be
performed correctly. The display lens array should be calibrated with the displayed elemental
image also. Furthermore, one pixel in the CCD should be in one to one correspondence with
one pixel in the LC panel, because image resizing procedure takes time and it is hard to
satisfy real-time condition with a PC. Therefore, we use two rulers to match pickup world and
display world in the same scale. Detailed calibration method was introduced in our previous
work [3].
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(pickup)

Objects

Fig. 6. Implementation of proposed real-time capturing and 3D visualization system

4. Experimental results

With our implemented system, we present capturing and 3D visualization experiments in this
section. Figure 7 shows experimental result. The parallax within viewing angle is clearly
provided as shown in Fig. 7(a). The real-time pixel mapping algorithm is applied so that the
reconstructed 3D images contain orthoscopic depth information. The hamburger object is at
the front not only in pickup stage, but also in display stage. To verify real-time capturing and
3D visualization, we recorded 3D objects and 3D images together as shown in Fig. 7(b), and
swung the mushroom object (see Media 2). The result shows that 3D objects and 3D images
are synchronized and it is real-time system. The resolution of one frame is over ultra high
definition (UHD, 3840 × 2400). Calculation time for one frame is about 50 micro-seconds,
and the 3D images are provided up to 20 frames per second. Figure 7(c) shows that
implemented system provides details of 3D objects very well including human hand (see
Media 3).
Furthermore, to verify gap control method with depth plane adjustment, experiments are
performed with different k values. Figure 8 shows result images with different k values. When
k is 1, central depth plane is located around hamburger object so that Fig. 8(a) shows high
quality of hamburger image and blurred mushroom image. However when k is 2, central
depth plane is located around 1 cm behind mushroom object so that Fig. 8(b) shows similar
quality of mushroom images and poor quality of hamburger image. In this case, optimal k
value would be 1, and this result shows that the gap control method with depth plane
adjustment is valid and improves image quality. Furthermore, since depth planes are
adjustable instantly in any time, the observer can find optimal depth plane to watch.
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Fig. 7. Experimental results of proposed real-time capturing and 3D visualization system: (a)
left view, center view, and right view of reconstructed 3D images (Media 1), (b) real-time 3D
visualization of objects (Media 2), and (c) reconstructed 3D image of 3D objects and a human
hand (Media 3)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Experimental results of proposed real-time capturing and 3D visualization system with
different k values: (a) when central depth plane is located around hamburger object (k = 1) and
(b) when central depth plane is located 1 cm behind mushroom object (k = 2).
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed and presented real-time capturing and 3D visualization method
based on integral imaging. We presented lens array pickup system with a high frame rate
CCD, and integral imaging system with an LCD and a lens array. Furthermore, we proposed
gap control method with depth plane adjustment to realize real-time 3D images without any
image degradation problem. This method also proposes a guideline to select proper depth
plane in real-time pixel mapping algorithm for the 3D image quality. Implemented system
provided real-time 3D images with UHD resolution in 20 frames per second. Simulations and
experiments showed the validity of proposed method.
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